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Background: Study design labels are used to identify relevant literature to address specific clinical and research questions

and to aid in evaluating the evidentiary value of research. Evidence from the human healthcare literature indicates that the

label “case series” may be used inconsistently and inappropriately.

Objective: Our primary objective was to determine the proportion of studies in the canine and feline veterinary literature

labeled as case series that actually corresponded to descriptive cohort studies, population-based cohort studies, or other study

designs. Our secondary objective was to identify the proportion of case series in which potentially inappropriate inferential

statements were made.

Design: Descriptive evaluation of published literature.

Participants: One-hundred published studies (from 19 journals) labeled as case series.

Methods: Studies were identified by a structured literature search, with random selection of 100 studies from the relevant

citations. Two reviewers independently characterized each study, with disagreements resolved by consensus.

Results: Of the 100 studies, 16 were case series. The remaining studies were descriptive cohort studies (35), population-

based cohort studies (36), or other observational or experimental study designs (13). Almost half (48.8%) of the case series

or descriptive cohort studies, with no control group and no formal statistical analysis, included inferential statements about

the efficacy of treatment or statistical significance of potential risk factors.

Conclusions: Authors, peer-reviewers, and editors should carefully consider the design elements of a study to accurately

identify and label the study design. Doing so will facilitate an understanding of the evidentiary value of the results.
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Veterinary.

C linical research provides knowledge that aims to be
directly applicable to veterinarians to aid in the

diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of disease, or to
understand the clinical course or prognosis of a disease.
Clinical research encompasses a variety of study
designs, each best suited to addressing specific types of
research questions. The strongest evidence for efficacy
of a treatment that is amenable to randomization is
provided by well-conducted systematic reviews and
meta-analyses that synthesize results from multiple well-
conducted randomized controlled trials (RCT), followed
by individual well-conducted RCTs, and then by other
designs.1

However, not all clinically relevant questions can be
addressed with a RCT. Observational studies are partic-
ularly valuable for interventions that are not amenable
to randomization, where ethical considerations preclude

the use of a RCT design, and for evaluating risk factors
or exposures, such as age or sex, that cannot be ran-
domized. Although there are a variety of observational
study designs2 (Table 1), the one with the highest evi-
dentiary value for evaluating potential risk factors (or
other exposures) usually is considered to be the cohort
study. In the exposure-based (“classic”) cohort study,
outcome-free subjects are purposively selected for the
study population based on their exposure status and
followed over time to compare the incidence of the out-
come of interest among risk factor groups. A variation
is the population-based cohort study.3 In this design, a
cohort of individuals who do not have the outcome of
interest but who have a particular distinguishing charac-
teristic is selected as the study population. Individuals
within the selected cohort then are characterized based
on their exposure status, and followed over time to
compare the incidence of the outcome among exposure
groups.2 A distinguishing feature of these 2 variations
of the cohort design is that there are at least 2 levels of
the exposure variable and at least 2 levels of the out-
come variable represented in the study population.
Thus, these are considered analytical designs and are
appropriate for testing hypotheses.

In some instances, the purpose of a study was to
solely estimate the incidence risk or incidence rate of an
outcome by selecting a cohort of individuals without
the outcome of interest and following them over time to
calculate the incidence measure. The subjects are
enrolled based on an exposure status that defines the
cohort. In some instances, eligibility for the cohort may
be based on geography or membership in a group (e.g,
a herd or a veterinary teaching hospital record system).
In other instances, eligibility for the cohort may be
based on having a specific disease or condition, and the
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incidence measure to be estimated is a possible conse-
quence of that condition. An example might be selecting
all dogs with a specific type of cancer (the exposure) to
form the cohort and measuring mortality risk within
12 months of diagnosis as the outcome. Although the
label associated with this single group study type is an
area of inconsistency in the literature, it has been pro-
posed that these studies be called descriptive cohort
studies.4 Because descriptive cohort studies can have
disease status (such as cases of cancer) as an eligible cri-
terion for the cohort, the design could be misinterpreted
as a case series.

Case reports (a single case of a defined disease or
condition) or case series (multiple cases) describe a dis-
ease or other condition of interest (Table 1). The study
subjects are enrolled based on the disease or the condi-
tion of interest as the outcome, rather than the expo-
sure status. The purpose generally was to describe the
presenting history, clinical presentation and disease pro-
gression, and diagnosis for the condition of interest.
The prognosis is described as the survival experience of
individual animals, rather than as an estimate of inci-
dence for the study population. Often, the condition of
interest represents a rare or novel disease, a diagnostic
or treatment approach, or an unusual clinical presenta-
tion of a more familiar disease.5 Therefore, case reports
and case series are useful for alerting veterinarians
about a new or unusual disease condition, and they also

may provide ideas for novel diagnostic or therapeutic
approaches, or ideas for potential risk factors for a dis-
ease condition. The remainder of this article will refer
to case series, although the principles discussed herein
also apply to case reports.

Case series (and descriptive cohort studies) are not
appropriate for testing hypotheses related to treatment
efficacy or the statistical significance of potential risk
factors, because they do not have a comparison
group.5,6 For this reason, case series rank very low as
an evidence source for identifying risk factors, evaluat-
ing efficacy of interventions, or assessing the accuracy
and usefulness of diagnostic approaches.1

Evidence from the human healthcare literature
suggests that the term “case series” may be used
incorrectly.4,7 Correct classification is important because
the designs are intended to address different questions
or, for a specific type of question, provide different
strengths of evidence. Also, study design labels often
are used in literature searches conducted to identify
publications of relevance to a specific research question.
It is unknown whether inconsistency in the use of the
case series descriptor is an issue in veterinary medicine.
Because descriptive cohort studies, population-based
cohort studies, and case series all can appear to enroll a
single group of diseased animals (whereby this disease
in both types of cohort studies is the common charac-
teristic that defines the cohort and not the outcome of

Table 1. Overview of key features of observational study designs.

Study Design Selection and Categorization of Study Population Analysis

Case-control Based on the presence/absence of an incident

(preferred) or prevalent outcome, then categorized

into exposure groups

Compare distribution of exposure between

outcome groups

Cross-sectional Sampling without regard to exposure or outcome

status, then categorized into groups for exposure

status and outcome status

Compare prevalence of the outcome between

exposure groups, calculate prevalence of

outcome in the population and distribution of

the exposure in the population

Exposure-based cohort Purposive sampling of exposed individuals and

nonexposed individuals, all study subjects are

outcome negative at the time of sampling and

followed over time to determine incidence of an

outcome

Compare incidence of outcome between

exposure groups

Population-based

cohort

Study population selected based on a characteristic

of interest (e.g, a disease, condition of interest,

geographic location) and categorized into

exposure groups, all study subjects are free from

the outcome of interest (this could be a

consequence of the condition of interest) at the

time of sampling and followed over time to

determine incidence of the outcome of interest

Compare incidence of outcome between

exposure groups, calculate incidence of the

outcome and distribution of the exposure in

the population

Descriptive cohort Study population selected based on the presence of

a characteristic, such as a disease or condition of

interest (the exposure), all study subjects are free

from the outcome of interest (a consequence of

the condition of interest) at the time of sampling

and followed over time to determine incidence of

an outcome

Calculate incidence of the outcome for the

population

Case series Study population selected based on the presence of

a disease or condition of interest (the outcome)

Description of disease condition, may describe

prognosis/survival time for individual study

subjects
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interest), we wished to examine whether investigators
accurately differentiate and label these 3 designs. Confu-
sion with exposure-based cohort studies is less likely,
because these designs purposefully enroll 2 distinct
groups and thus are more readily differentiated.

Therefore, our primary objective was to describe the
proportion of studies in dogs and cats labeled as case
series that actually represented descriptive cohort stud-
ies, population-based cohort studies, or other study
designs. Our secondary objective was to identify the
proportion of case series that made inappropriate infer-
ential statements on treatment efficacy or risk factor
identification.

Methods

Ethical approval for this study was not required, because the

“study population” consisted of previously published primary

research studies. Studies were identified in MEDLINE via

PubMed using the search terms in Table 2. The search was con-

ducted June 1, 2015 without language restrictions and with the

date of publication restricted to publication on or after January 1,

2010. The titles and abstracts of the citations identified by the

search were screened by the first author to ensure eligibility. To be

eligible, the authors had to describe the study as a case series in

the title or abstract, and the study population had to be cats or

dogs or both. Studies that included other species, in addition to

cats or dogs, were excluded.

A random number generatora then was used to select 100 rele-

vant citations for inclusion. The full text of the selected studies

was obtained using available University of Guelph resources or

open access sites. Using the full publication, eligible articles were

characterized with a form developed in DistillerSR.b A draft of

the characterization form was pretested by 3 coauthors (JMS,

JNC, AMOC) on a sample of 3 studies selected by JMS to illus-

trate different types of eligible studies. Based on the results of the

pretest, modifications to the wording of the questions were incor-

porated and the pretest was repeated. The studies used in the pret-

est were not among the 100 articles included in the results. The

final form included 16 questions, 12 of which had preidentified

response options, but the form was formatted such that, if a new

response was identified, a reviewer could permanently add that

response to the form.

The 16 questions included 2 questions to confirm eligibility. If

an article was deemed ineligible at this stage, or was not available

in English, it was replaced by another randomly selected article

from the search. If an article explicitly described both a case series

and another design (e.g, “a case series and case-control study”),

then only the case series component of the article was used for

categorization.

The questions included publication characteristics such as year

of publication and species (dog, cat, both). A checklist question

was used to describe the type of disease condition by body system

(e.g, neurological or respiratory) or by disease type (e.g, cancer). If

the disease type was unclear, author KM was consulted for her

expertise in small animal veterinary medicine. Additional questions

were included to determine the method of selecting the study pop-

ulation (census of animals with a specific disease or condition of

interest during a specified time interval; convenience sample; based

on a probabilistic sampling scheme; other; not reported) and the

method by which cases were selected for inclusion (existing records

[retrospective]; sequentially [prospective]; existing records and

sequentially; unclear).

A checkbox question was used to collect data on the type of

study results reported. The reviewers selected all of the following

elements that were included in the results of each study: descrip-

tion of a disease or condition, including signalment, in a single

group of animals; comparison of signalment between ≥2 groups;

description of a novel diagnostic, therapeutic, or surgical

approach in a single group; estimation of the risk or rate of an

outcome (including mean or median survival time) in a single

group in which there was a longitudinal component (i.e, inci-

dence measure); comparison of the risk or rate of an outcome

among groups in which there was a longitudinal component (i.e,

comparison of incidence measures); and, other results (including

before-after comparison of clinical scores or test results, correla-

tion or agreement among diagnostic tests, and estimates of the

prevalence of a condition).

To address the secondary objective, 1 question asked whether

the researchers statistically tested ≥1 hypotheses. If no hypotheses

were tested, an additional question asked whether the researchers

made inferential statements about risk factors or treatment effi-

cacy. If the answer to this question was “yes”, a text box was pro-

vided for the reviewer to extract the inferential statements.

The remaining questions were in text box form to allow the

reviewers to enter the author description of the study design, total

sample size, type of study design used if the study description did

not correspond to a case series, and general comments. In some

instances, 2 sample sizes were reported in a publication (e.g, multi-

ple surgeries described per animal or multiple limbs described per

animal). In such cases, the number of animals was recorded.

Two of the 3 reviewers for this project (JMS, JNC, AMOC)

independently categorized each article using the structured ques-

tions, with any disagreements resolved by consensus. Where con-

sensus could not be reached, a third reviewer was consulted for

adjudication.

To determine the actual study design, 2 approaches were used.

First, if the reviewers (who all had expertise in epidemiology)

determined that the study was an experimental design, a diagnostic

test evaluation study, or an observational study other than a pop-

ulation-based cohort study, they recorded the study type. Experi-

mental studies were those in which the investigators allocated

individuals to ≥1 treatment or exposure groups. Diagnostic test

evaluation studies were studies in which ≥2 tests were compared

using measures of agreement or in which a test was compared to a

gold standard to calculate sensitivity and specificity. Other obser-

vational studies (described in Table 1) could be:

• case-control studies, in which study subjects were selected

based on the presence or absence of an outcome of interest

and the distribution of the exposure was compared among

outcome groups;

• cross-sectional studies, in which individuals were sampled

without regard to exposure or outcome status and the preva-

lence of the outcome was compared among exposure groups;

or,

• exposure-based cohort studies, in which an exposure-positive

group and an exposure-negative group were purposively

selected and followed over time to compare disease

incidence.

Table 2. Search terms used to identify case series
involving dogs and/or cats and published between 2010
and June 2015.

#4,“Search (#3 and #4 and #5)”,525

#3,“Search ((dog or dogs or canine or cat or cats or

feline))”,486020

#2,“Search (““2010/01/01”“[Date - Publication] : ““3000”“[Date -

Publication])”,5211487

#1,“Search ““case series”“[Title/Abstract]”,42210
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For the remaining studies, the question related to the type of

included results determined whether each study corresponded to 1

of 3 choices:

• a “true” case series, in which the authors described a disease

or condition (presenting history, diagnosis, clinical presenta-

tion and progression, or prognosis in individual animals) or

described a novel disease, condition, or treatment approach,

but did not include a longitudinal calculation of an inci-

dence measure (risk or rate) for the study population or

compare the risk of an incidence outcome between groups,

or both;

• a descriptive cohort study, in which the authors included a

longitudinal calculation of an incidence measure (risk, rate,

or survival time) for the study population but did not com-

pare the risk of an incidence outcome among groups; or,

• a population-based cohort study, in which the study group

was selected based on having a specific disease or condition

and an incidence outcome was compared among ≥2 expo-

sure groups.

The rationale for the sample size was pragmatic, as no prior infor-

mation on the conduct and reporting of veterinary case series was

available on which to base a sample size calculation. A sample size

of 100 was chosen because previously conducted studies of similar

exploratory style used this sample size.8–12

As a post priori step, 1 reviewer (JMS) reevaluated all of the

studies that had been categorized as including an estimate of inci-

dence risk or rate to determine whether or not this incidence deter-

mination was a stated objective of the publication.

Descriptive statistics were conducted to illustrate the features of

all selected studies and to provide descriptive information on char-

acteristics of the sample population for each of the 3 target study

design types (i.e, case series, descriptive cohort, population-based

cohort). No statistical hypotheses were tested.

Results

The search identified 525 citations. Of these, 81 were
not eligible based on screening of the title and abstract,
because the authors did not explicitly state that the
study was a case series (n = 30) or because the study
was not conducted in the target species (n = 51). One of
the selected articles was in German; it was excluded and
replaced with the next article in the random number
sequence.

Descriptive information on the selected studies is pre-
sented in Table 3. The majority of case series studies
included dogs only (80/100). The year of publication
was relatively evenly distributed, given that 2015 was
only a partial year because the literature search was
conducted in June. The most common conditions stud-
ied related to oncology or orthopedic diseases. Nineteen
journals were represented, with the number of included
studies per journal ranging from 1–48. Two journals
comprised 70% of the included publications. Most (60/
100) studies were described by the authors as “case ser-
ies” with the word “retrospective” also included in the
design description.

Although all of the included studies were described in
the title or abstract as case series, there were 13 studies
for which the actual design and conduct of the study
corresponded to an experimental design or an

observational design other than a case series, descriptive
cohort study, or population-based cohort study. Five
studies were diagnostic test evaluation studies, 4 were
experimental designs (nonrandomized clinical trials,
before-after trials, or deliberate disease challenge trials),
2 were cross-sectional studies, and 2 were case-control
studies. No exposure-based cohort studies were
identified.

Descriptive statistics for the remaining 87 studies, by
study type (case series, descriptive cohort study, or pop-
ulation-based cohort study), are presented in Table 4.
Most studies (71/87) were study designs other than case
series. Specifically, 35 (of 71) studies included an esti-
mate of incidence risk or rate and had only 1 cohort
(i.e, no comparison group), representing a descriptive
cohort design. Of these, the estimation of ≥1 incidence
outcomes was stated as a study objective for 19 studies
(although the word “incidence” was seldom used), esti-
mating risk or rate was not a stated objective for 13
studies, and it was unclear whether or not it was an

Table 3. Descriptive information on 100 studies of
dogs and/or cats described by the authors as case series
and published between 2010 and June 2015.

Frequency in

Each Category

Species studies

Dogs only 80

Cats only 12

Dogs and cats 8

Year of publication

2010 16

2011 18

2012 18

2013 15

2014 24

2015a 9

Disease condition or system

Oncology 20

Orthopedic/skeletal/lameness 19

Neurological 9

Urinary/renal 9

Gastrointestinal 6

Cardiology 5

Respiratory 5

Emergency/critical care 3

Endocrine/metabolic 3

Hepatic 3

Reproductive 3

Toxicology/poisoning 3

Other 12

Author description of study design

Case series 29

Case series, with “retrospective”

included in description

60

Case series, with “prospective”

included in description

6

Retrospective and prospective

case series

1

Case series plus another study design 4

aJanuary to June.
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objective for 3 studies. Thirty-six of the 71 studies were
population-based cohort studies or included a popula-
tion-based cohort component. Because our study objec-
tives were descriptive, no formal statistical comparisons
among study types were conducted. Numerically, most
studies represented a census of eligible animals sourced
from existing records, although the selection of the
study population was not described in a substantive
number of studies (n = 18). The case series studies
tended to have a smaller sample size, although there
was a range of sample sizes for all of the designs.

Of the 51 studies that did not include a parallel com-
parison group for an exposure variable (16 case series
and 35 descriptive cohort studies), 10 (19.6%) formally
tested ≥ 1 hypotheses. All 10 were descriptive cohort
studies and included hypothesis tests on comparisons of
before-after clinical scores within animal, or compar-
isons between animal signalment and an outcome other
than the disease used to define the “case”. Of the 41
studies in which no formal tests of statistical signifi-
cance were conducted, 3/16 case series (18.8%) and 17/
25 descriptive cohort studies (68.0%) made unsubstanti-
ated inferences about treatments or risk factors for the
outcome. Examples included statements such as, “This
study provides evidence that use of [treatment x] is effi-
cacious for management of dogs with [disease y]” or,
“There was no correlation between survival time and
tumor size”.

Discussion

Our results suggest that most of the studies in the
canine and feline veterinary literature that are described

as case series studies actually are not case series; the
majority are descriptive cohort studies or population-
based cohort studies. This finding is consistent with
observations in the human healthcare literature.4,7 The
distinction is important, because different designs are
used to address different types of questions and their
evidentiary value for estimating incidence or for testing
hypotheses also differs.

The confusion in terms of labeling the different
designs may be related to the use of the word “case” in
case series. In a case series, animals are selected for
inclusion in the study because they have some disease
or condition of interest, the “case”.13 In a descriptive
cohort study, individuals also can be selected for inclu-
sion in a study because they have a disease or condition
of interest, but that disease or condition defines the
cohort, with the outcome being some possible conse-
quence of that exposure (e.g., recovery, complications,
death).4 Similarly, in a population-based cohort study,
individuals are selected for the study because they have
a characteristic (e.g, disease, condition of interest),
which defines the cohort.2,3 In this instance, they are
categorized into ≥2 levels of some additional factor (the
“exposure”) and the outcome being investigated is a
possible consequence of the exposure of interest.

For example, suppose a group of researchers was
interested in an unusual neurological disorder as the
disease or condition of interest. If researchers identified
a group of animals with the disorder and described
the signalment and clinical presentation, as well as
potentially describing diagnostic approaches and treat-
ment, the study would be a case series. Enrollment
was based on the disease condition as the outcome of
interest. The study also might report the time to death
for the individual animals included in the study popu-
lation (or note survival time at the time of writing for
animals still alive). For instance, if 5 cases were
included in the case series, the authors might report
that subject 2 died 4 months postdiagnosis, subject 5
died 1 year postdiagnosis, and subjects 1, 3, and 4
were still alive at the time the report was written; this
would represent a case series. If, however, the
researchers identified a group of animals with the neu-
rological condition (either prospectively or retrospec-
tively) and determined mortality risk (at the study
population level), this would mean that the study was
a descriptive cohort study. In this instance, the authors
might report that the mortality risk for the study pop-
ulation (i.e, at a population level) was 40%, with an
appropriate measure of variability, such as a confi-
dence interval. If the researchers identified a group of
animals with the neurological condition of interest and
categorized the animals based on the severity of neuro-
logic signs at the time of presentation (t0) (or, if retro-
spective, were able to extract this information from
the hospital records), then an incidence outcome, such
as mortality risk at some later time (t1), could be com-
pared among the levels of severity at initial presenta-
tion. This design has ≥2 levels of the exposure
(severity level) and ≥2 levels of the outcome (average
survival time or proportion dead at t1), and therefore

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for 87 studies of dogs
and/or cats described by their authors as case series,
categorized the review authors as case series, descriptive
cohorts, or population cohort studies.

Case Series

(n = 16)

Descriptive

Cohort

(n = 35)

Population

Cohort

(n = 36)

Selection of study population

Census of animals with

the disease or condition

of interest during a

specified time interval

(i.e, all eligible)

5 25 36

Based on probabilistic

sampling scheme

0 0 0

Other 1 2 0

Not reported 10 8 0

Source of study population

Existing records 6 29 35

Prospective

(sequentially)

1 3 0

Both 8 3 1

Unclear 1 0 0

Sample size

Mean 6.6 23.6 118.1

Standard deviation 4.4 27.2 168.2

Range 6–16 4–113 11–808
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it is an appropriate design for hypothesis testing. This
scenario describes a population-based cohort study.
The example could be extended to describe an
exposure-based cohort study, wherein the source popu-
lation would be animals with the neurological disorder.
An outcome-negative group of animals positive for an
exposure of interest and an outcome-negative group of
nonexposed individuals would be purposively selected,
and an incident outcome could be compared among
exposure groups. The exposure-based cohort is also an
appropriate design for hypothesis testing.

With the case series design, there is only 1 group, the
cases (animals with the disease or condition of interest).
Evaluating the efficacy of treatments, or identification
of risk factors, requires the use of a control group, a
group either not treated or treated with an alternative
treatment or, in the case of risk factors, groups with
and without the putative risk factor. A comparison
group is essential to evaluate a hypothesis, because it
allows quantification of the role of chance (sampling
error) as an explanation for the observed difference in
outcome. Additionally, without a control group, it is
not possible to determine whether any improvements
(or declines) in health are a function of natural disease
progression, as opposed to being causally associated
with the intervention (treatment). Thus, it is not appro-
priate to make inferential statements on treatment effi-
cacy or to identify risk factors using a case series
design. A rare exception might be a disease with an
extremely certain outcome (e.g, the extremely high case
fatality associated with clinical rabies), in which any
treatment associated with survival might be considered
efficacious. Interestingly, although such a case report
has been published,14 the treatment proposed has not
resulted in additional treatment successes and is no
longer recommended.15 Case series can provide observa-
tions related to possible risk factors or treatments, but
such statements should be described as hypotheses,
rather than results. These observations then should be
evaluated using study designs that involve control/com-
parison groups and have stronger evidentiary value for
addressing questions of efficacy or risk. It is concerning
that we identified a relatively high proportion of case
series that inappropriately made inferential statements
regarding treatment efficacy. Authors of case series
should be cautious when wording statements related to
treatments or risk factors and likewise readers should
be cautious when interpreting them.

The descriptive cohort study is an appropriate design
for estimating incidence if the study population is repre-
sentative of the source population and the source popu-
lation is representative of the target population, and if a
consistent inception point into the study or animal time
at risk can be quantified. The validity of incidence esti-
mates therefore is related to the method of sampling the
population and the source of the study participants.
For instance, if the study population was a census or
probabilistic sample of eligible individuals from a teach-
ing hospital database or was based on sequential enroll-
ment of eligible animals in the teaching hospital, then it
might be reasonable to conclude that the study

population was representative of the source population
(relates to internal validity of study). However, if the
cases seen in the teaching hospital had a more severe
clinical presentation or had different comorbidities than
animals in the general population with the condition
then, assuming that the general population was the tar-
get population, the source population would not be rep-
resentative of the target population (low external
validity). Our finding that information on the selection
methods for study subjects was not reported in all stud-
ies is of concern. Although not specific to descriptive
cohort designs, the STROBE-Vet guidelines recommend
that information on the target, source, and study popu-
lations be reported; these guidelines also provide infor-
mation on the level of detail that should be
included.16,17

A common inception point means that the time of
entry of individuals into the cohort is clearly defined,
and preferably is the same for all study subjects. This
is important because, if the study subjects are observed
for variable amounts of time, or if they are at different
points in the progression of disease when they enter
the study, then it is difficult to interpret incidence esti-
mates such as mortality risk or survival rates.13 Popu-
lations can be closed or open, and the distinction is
important when deciding which incidence measure to
use and when interpreting incidence estimates.18 Closed
populations are those in which individuals eligible for
enrollment are defined by an event (e.g, birth year,
type of surgery) that precludes other individuals from
entering the study population. In an open population,
individuals can enter or leave the population, meaning
that time at risk during a study can differ among indi-
viduals. In some instances, an open population can
“become closed” by considering time from a specific
event, rather than using calendar time. For example,
in a descriptive cohort study, the study population
may be open if individuals are selected with different
amounts of time after acquiring the disease or condi-
tion that defines the cohort or if the follow-up period
is variable. In these cases, it may be difficult (or inap-
propriate) to estimate incidence risk, although inci-
dence rate could be calculated. However, if entry into
the cohort is defined as a specific event (i.e, the open
population becomes closed), such as the time of sur-
gery, and the follow-up time is consistent among study
subjects, then valid estimates of incidence risk can be
derived. In our study, approximately half of the
descriptive cohort studies included an estimate of an
incidence outcome as a specific objective, and evaluat-
ing whether the study populations were open or closed
was beyond the scope of our study. In a case series,
the authors may comment on the outcomes, such as
the number alive at the time the study period ended,
but the time at risk for individual animals is not
known or the duration of follow-up may vary among
animals. In our study, it was difficult in some publica-
tions to determine whether individual time at risk was
known or consistent. Therefore, some of the studies
categorized as descriptive cohort studies may actually
have been case series, but with an estimate of an
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incidence outcome that did not include a consistent or
known time at risk.

Sample size is not a distinguishing feature for case ser-
ies versus descriptive cohort studies and there can be
large case series or small population cohort studies, as
observed here. However, the usefulness of incidence esti-
mates in descriptive cohort studies varies with sample size
and small sample sizes could lead to estimates with such
low precision that they are poorly informative. For
example, consider 2 descriptive cohort studies. In the first
study, there are 4 dogs with the condition of interest and
2 of these dogs die between t0 and t1. In the second
study, there are 100 dogs of which 50 die between t0 and
t1. In both cases, the mortality risk is 50%. However,
using standard confidence interval calculations (http://
www.openepi.com/Proportion/Proportion.htm), the 95%
confidence interval around that mortality risk would be
from 1% to 99% for the first study and from 40.2%
to 59.8% for the second. In addition, it would be difficult
to judge the representativeness of the study population to
the source population (and the target population) in the
previous example in which only 4 animals were included
in the study population. Thus, the usefulness of the mor-
tality risk estimate for any practical purposes is related to
sample size.

Finally, 35 of the studies evaluated were actually pop-
ulation-based cohort studies, wherein the criteria for
inclusion was a characteristic (disease or condition),
study subjects were characterized by status of an expo-
sure variable, and an incident outcome was compared
among exposure levels. For exposure factors that are
not amenable to randomization, this design provides
the lowest risk of bias for estimating the association
(and thus has the highest evidentiary value). Labeling
these studies as “case series” inappropriately down-
grades the level of evidence. This speaks to the need for
readers, reviewers, and editors of the scientific literature
to be conversant with the key elements of study design
as they relate to study validity and risk of bias, rather
than relying on the design labels applied by the authors.
It also highlights the importance of authors accurately
labeling the studies and reporting key design elements.

Limitations

The results of our study were based on 100 studies
described by the authors as case series in the canine and
feline veterinary literature, which were identified from a
single electronic database. We did not identify an a pri-
ori sample size, because we were not testing an a priori
hypothesis and we were not attempting to estimate a
parameter within an a priori stated allowable error. We
believe that the sample size was sufficient to illustrate
our key findings. It is possible the studies we selected
are not representative of the published veterinary litera-
ture. We attempted to decrease this risk by randomly
selecting studies from the citations identified by the
search. However, most studies were published in 1 of 2
journals. Thus, the editorial policies and reviewer char-
acteristics of those journals may have high potential to
influence our results. Nonetheless, our search did not

target any specific journal and therefore the search
results were likely reflective of the proportion of case
series by journal among the journals indexed in MED-
LINE. Some of the categorizations required judgments
and, in some cases, it was difficult to determine some
aspects based on the detail reported in the study. To
decrease the risk of subjectivity in our results, 2 review-
ers independently characterized each study, with any
disagreements resolved by consensus.

In summary, our results suggest that the label “case
series” often is applied inappropriately to studies of
dogs and cats in the veterinary literature. This could
have implications when interpreting the evidentiary
value of the results. It is important to consider aspects
of study design when designating design labels and to
report all elements of the design that are required to
allow the reader to evaluate the risk of bias and, there-
fore the evidentiary value of the study results.
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